
 

RACQUET RESTRING & ACCESSORIES PRICE LIST 

 

 

SYNTHETIC GUT STRINGS: (nylon, solid core with wrap, economical all-rounders suitable for junior 

racquets, occasional and social players) 

Pro’s Pro Gold Spiral II 16 1.30mm, gold, economical with a firm feel and gold filament spiral.  £15 

Pro’s Pro Synthetic Gut 15L 1.35mm, white, a robust solid core string wrapped with a super-elastic 

filament layer offering an economical balance between durability and playability.   £15 

Gamma Advantage 15L 1.38mm, clear natural, puts the emphasis firmly on durability.  £16 

Tecnifibre Synthetic Gut 15 1.35mm, black, great value solid core with single wrap and anti-abrasion 

coating providing excellent all round performance with a softer feel.    £17 

Prince Synthetic Gut with Duraflex 16 1.30, gold, the #1 all-time classic synthetic gut, firm and crisp 

with good feel and all-round playability and performance.      £19 

MULTIFILAMENT STRINGS: (nylon, the closest characteristics to natural gut suitable for all players 

seeking great feel, good tension maintenance, easy power and comfort) 

Acelon Wildfire/Supplemax 16 1.30mm, ivory/clear, unbeatable value for high quality multifilament 

strings, these provide comfort, power and feel.          limited availability  £18 

Wilson Sensation 16 1.30mm & 15 1.35mm, natural, one of the most popular and economical 

multifilaments ever made providing excellent comfort and power with feel.    £20 

Head Velocity MLT 16 1.30mm, black, a supremely comfortable and powerful multifilament providing 

excellent playability and feel.          £21 

Yonex Tour Super 850 Pro 16 1.32mm, white, multifilament core with double winding nylon wraps and 

Yonex 'Power-Spin’ coating for superior spin while maintaining the response and feel of natural gut. One 

of the very best of its type featuring excellent tension maintenance and optimized playability giving 

superb comfort and performance.         £25 

Tecnifibre NRG2 16 1.32mm, natural, the official string of the ATP Tour, NRG2 has topped many polls 

as the best all round multifilament for simply unbeatable power, comfort, touch and feel.  £33 

POLYESTER STRINGS: (very durable, resistant to notching & general wear but can feel very stiff, and 

more prone to breakage on mis-hits. Shaped profiles are designed to enhance spin potential while 

standard (round) profile versions are recommended for hybrids to minimise friction wear on the 

accompanying softer nylon strings. Popular with big hitters and heavy topspin players but not 

recommended for those with elbow/arm problems) 

Apollo Competition Poly 1.30mm, gold, economical monofilament polyester for durability, control and 

performance.   £15 

Babolat Pro Last 16 1.30, grey, a 100% polyester monofilament featuring a high level of control and 

durability, especially for frequent string breakers.       £17 

Dunlop Ice 17 1.25mm, clear, a durable and powerful monofilament string manufactured from an eye-

catching transparent polyester.         £17 

Electre Venom Plus 17 1.25mm, yellow, firm monofilament polyester for durability, control and 

performance. Ideal for aggressive baseliners.   £17 



Electre Destroyer 16 1.30mm, white, soft monofilament co-polymer providing good feel for a polyester, 

gear shaped and twisted for ultimate spin and performance.   £18 

Signum Pro Plasma HEXtreme Pure 17 1.20mm, pearl white, a softer composition monofilament 

polyester featuring a hexagonal profile for extra spin and control. Great combination of power, spin & 

playability.   £20 

Head Sonic Pro 17 1.25mm, black or white, soft composition monofilament co-polymer polyester for a 

great balance between control, power, feel & durability.      £20 

Yonex PolyTour Pro 17 1.25mm, flash yellow or graphite, a durable monofilament co-polymer 

polyester offering a slightly softer feel than traditional poly strings. Pre-stretched for improved tension 

maintenance and very spin-friendly with good feel and control. As used by Nick Kyrgios & Martina 

Hingis, voted Poly of the Year 2014 on Stringforum.net.      £20 

Volkl Cyclone 17 1.25mm, black, a gear shaped polyester monofilament providing unbeatable spin 

potential. Add in the control and all round playability and it’s one of the best in its class.  £21 

Volkl Cyclone Tour 16 1.30mm, red, a softer version of Cyclone providing a plusher feel and extra 

comfort, power and ball pocketing. It is also twisted to allow for added topspin potential.  £22 

Luxilon Adrenaline 16L 1.25mm & 16 1.30mm, platinum, as used by world #8 Andrey Rublev this is a 

great value offering from Luxilon offering a good level of comfort and power for a polyester string whilst 

        £22 providing ample control and access to spin.

Wilson Revolve 16 1.30mm, white, a tri-polymer monofilament providing a softer, muted feel, good ball 

pocketing and tension maintenance, along with excellent spin potential thanks to the snap back from the 

low friction surface. This string also performs very well as a cross string to improve comfort when paired 

with a stiffer, shaped poly main string.        £23 

Babolat RPM Blast 16 1.30mm & 17 1.25mm, black, a perennial favourite as used by Rafael Nadal, 

Fabio Fognini and Stanislas Wawrinka, this high density co-polyester features a silicon coated octagonal 

profile for power, durability and maximum spin potential.      £23 

Solinco Tour Bite 16 1.30mm, silver, a firm, high performance co-polyester monofilament with a crisp 

feel and a square profile for massive spin potential, providing a great response at lower tensions. Winner 

of Poly of the Year and #1 String for Spin for four years running on Stringforum.net.  £23 

Solinco Revolution 16L 1.25mm, blue, a responsive and durable medium firm 6-sided co-poly for the 

attacking player featuring good tension maintenance along with excellent control and access to spin. 

             £23 

Tecnifibre Razor Code 16 1.30mm & 17 1.25mm, blue, as used by Daniil Medvedev, a medium firm 

and durable co-poly ideal for hard hitters with long swings providing control and precision with good 

access to spin.           £25 

Luxilon Alu Power Rough 16L 1.25mm, silver, the most popular string on the ATP Tour, a firm co-

polymer monofilament for a great balance of precision, spin & durability.    £25 

Head Hawk 16 1.30mm, grey, a firm, energy efficient monofilament co-polyester ideal for hard hitters 

with long swings, providing durability with optimised control and touch.    £25 

Yonex Multi-Sensa 16L 1.25mm, white, one of the very few multifilament polyester strings available, 

produced using Yonex's FRF (Fusion of Resin and Filament) method allowing for a smoother and more 

natural touch than standard monofilament polyesters, reducing impact shock whilst maintaining 

durability.            £26 

Luxilon Element 16 1.30mm, bronze, the most arm friendly polyester string in the Luxilon range, 

Element features a softer texture with enhanced touch and feel while delivering remarkable precision 

and spin along with durability and the absence of unwelcome vibrations.    £29 



Luxilon LXN Smart 16 1.30mm, black, unique fibre characteristics stiffen on fast swing contact for 

control and soften on slower contact for enhanced touch providing polyester-like performance with the 

soft feel of a multifilament.          £33 

 

HYBRID STRINGING   Popular amongst the professionals and often a good choice for intermediate to 

advanced club players, this generally combines a polyester string for durability and control with a 

synthetic gut or multifilament string for increased feel & comfort. (For costing take the average of the two 

string prices, e.g. Hawk mains with Sensation crosses would be £22.50.) If durability and control are your 

main priority use the polyester as a main string; if you value feel and comfort more highly, install the poly 

as the cross string. Standard round profile polyester strings are recommended here as the edges on the 

shaped polys will wear away the nylon strings more quickly, or another option is to combine a geometric 

shaped firm polyester main (e.g. RPM Blast) with a softer poly cross (e.g. Sonic Pro or Multi-Sensa). 

 
Some suggested Hybrids: 

 

THE CLUB:     Apollo Competition 16 1.30mm, gold (mains) 

Pros Pro synthetic gut 15L 1.35mm, white (crosses) 

An economical all round choice for durability and control with enhanced comfort.    £15.00 

THE DURABLE DUO:   Babolat Pro Last 16 1.30mm, grey (mains) 

Gamma Advantage 15L 1.38mm, clear white (crosses) 

A tough pairing for maximum durability and control with enhanced comfort.    £16.50 

THE COMPETITION (firm):  Electre Venom Plus 17 1.25mm, yellow (mains) 

Prince Synthetic Gut w/Duraflex 16 1.30mm, gold (crosses) 

A firm but forgiving combination for the competitive or team player.      £18 

THE COMPETITION (comfort): Head Sonic Pro 17 1.25mm, black or white (mains) 

Wilson Sensation 16 1.30mm, natural (crosses) 

A softer and more powerful setup whilst retaining the bite and control of the polyester main string. 

Substitute the 15 gauge 1.35mm Sensation in the crosses for greater durability (though slightly reduced 

feel). Reverse for enhanced feel, power & comfort with extra control.     £20 

THE SPIN MONSTER:  Babolat RPM Blast 16 1.30 or 17 1.25, black OR 

Solinco Tour Bite 16 1.30mm, silver   OR 

Solinco Revolution 16L 1.25, blue  (mains) 

Wilson Revolve 16 1.30mm, white (crosses) 

A shaped polyester main string paired with a softer low friction cross string for maximum spin potential 

with a more forgiving feel.           £23 

THE TOURNAMENT:   Luxilon Alu Power Rough 17 1.25mm, silver (mains) 

Yonex Tour Super 850 Pro 16 1.32mm, white (crosses) 

A high quality combination offering a great balance of control, spin and power whilst benefitting from the 

added comfort of the mutifilament cross string.        £25 

THE TOURNAMENT ELITE:  Tecnifibre Razor Code 16 1.30mm, blue OR 

Head Hawk 16 1.30mm, grey   (mains) 

Tecnifibre NRG2 1.32mm, natural (crosses) 

A top quality combination offering an unbeatable balance of control, spin and power whilst benefitting 

from the superb comfort of this multifilament cross string.       £29 



 

Any other string of your choice can be supplied– please phone for price/availability. 

 
Stringing with your own string supplied  £13 

 

 

 

Grips  Electre Dura Grip (standard thickness, white)     £2.50 

  Pro’s Pro ribbed (various colours)      £2.50 

  Electre Dura Grip Extra Thick (yellow or orange)    £3.00 

Yonex/Mantis (various colours)      £3.50 

Wilson Cushion-Aire Classic Sponge, Perforated, or Cushion Pro (black) £5.50 

Wilson Sublime (most feel, black)      £6.50 

 

 

Overgrips  Pro’s Pro (black)  `      £1.50 

Babolat (various colours)       £2.00 

Head Xtreme Soft (perforated, various colours)    £2.50 

Gamma Supreme (white or black)      £2.50 

Tourna Grip (light blue, absorbent, enhanced tack when moist)  £2.50 

 

(All grips/overgrips fitted free of charge on request) 

 

String Dampers    Protect your arm/elbow from harmful vibrations – various from £2.00 

 

 

Racquet weighting/balancing/matching 

Grommet strip replacement           Grip enlargement service 

Please phone for details 

 

 (Prices as at March 2021) 

 

Call John Currie on 07745 625716 

 

      


